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Abstract
District heating networks are commonly addressed in the literature as one of the most effective solutions for decreasing the
Abstract
greenhouse gas emissions from the building sector. These systems require high investments which are returned through the heat
sales. Due to the changed climate conditions and building renovation policies, heat demand in the future could decrease,
Airborne Hg0 has significant negative effect on cities and urban systems. The development of effect airborne Hg 0 sensor is rather
prolonging the investment return period.
important for both urban atmospheric Hg0 detection and the evaluation of Hg0 capture materials. Previous research showed MoS2
The main scope of this paper is to assess the feasibility of using the heat demand – outdoor temperature function for heat demand
as a typical TMDCs materials had excellent performance to capture Hg0. In this study, the other 2D TMDCs materials via CVR
forecast. The district of Alvalade, located in Lisbon (Portugal), was used as a case study. The district is consisted of 665
method in big data was initially studied for the potential urban airborne Hg0 sensor application. The combinations of Pymatgen
buildings that vary in both construction period and typology. Three weather scenarios (low, medium, high) and three district
initial screening, Factsage thermochemical screening and Aflow structural screening were developed for accelerating discovery of
renovation scenarios were developed (shallow, intermediate, deep). To estimate the error, obtained heat demand values were
the 2D TMDCs in big data. The results from Pymatgen showed that except elements Cd, Sc, Y, Zn, and the other elements have
compared with results from a dynamic heat demand model, previously developed and validated by the authors.
the potential to form TMDC. Furthermore, elements such as Co, Ni, Mo, Ru, W and Ir have the ability forming pure TMDC and
The results showed that when only weather change is considered, the margin of error could be acceptable for some applications
Ti, Mn, Zr and Pd can only form partial TMDC. However, other elements such as Sc, V, Cr, Fe, Cu, Zn, Y, Rh and Cd have no
(the error in annual demand was lower than 20% for all weather scenarios considered). However, after introducing renovation
possibility to form TMDC. Finally, TiS2, NiS2, ZrS2, MoS2, PdS2 and WS2 were found with 2D structure, which are possible to be
scenarios, the error value increased up to 59.5% (depending on the weather and renovation scenarios combination considered).
prepared by the S-CVR method as the airborne Hg0 sensor materials.
The value of slope coefficient increased on average within the range of 3.8% up to 8% per decade, that corresponds to the
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be used to modify the function parameters for the scenarios considered, and
improve the accuracy of heat demand estimations.
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1. Introduction
Mercury is harmful to ecosystem and human health for its toxicity, bio-accumulation characteristics and persistence
in environment[1]. In particularly, elemental mercury (Hg0) is in gaseous form and is volatile, and because of the long
residence time, transported over long distances[2]. It has the significant negative effect on both locally and globally
environment, especially cities and urban systems. It was demonstrated that the significant impact of the Chicago/Gary
urban area on atmospheric Hg concentrations across the whole Lake Michigan Basin. A study showed that mercury
emission had the evidences of rural-to-urban migrants in Beijing, China in recent years[3].
Recently, an international treaty called Minamata Convention has been ratified by 90 countries, which is introduced
to control anthropogenic mercury emission that had come into effect in 2017[3]. Hence, there have been considerable
interests worldwide in the development of mercury monitoring devices and mercury capture materials with equipment.
Therefore, the effect airborne Hg0 sensor is important for both urban atmospheric Hg0 detection and the evaluation of
Hg0 capture materials.
The promising 2D material grapheme is triggered attention due to its unique chemical and physical properties[4-6].
Apart from the graphene, the graphene-like material strengthens the application capability within the more flexible,
diversiform and functional properties, therefore, the graphene-like material as alternative of graphene has dramatically
used for a wide range[7-10]. Transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) is a kind of two-dimensional (2D) graphene
derivative material, which fundamentally is stacked vertically like a sandwich, which two layer of chalcogen atom
connects with the transition metal, and layered weakly in the horizontal direction due to the interaction of the van der
Waals forces[7, 11, 12].The monolayer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) is a typical substance of TMDCs, which frequently
applies in electronchemical region [13, 14]. According to the active chemical, physical and electronic properties, TMDCs
have widely potential application in term of the following region[15], the electrochemical domains, energy conversion
energy conversion technology, lithium ion battery application for energy storage device[16-18], drug delivery
monitoring[8], desulfurization catalyst[19], mercury absorbent[1, 20-24]. Hence, there is a great potential that the 2D
TMDCs Materials to be applied in the development of urban airborne Hg0 sensor.
It is quite significant to prepare TMDCs within a governable method in term of the potential application[25], which
can be divided into two general kind, the top-down method and bottom-up approach, respectively[26]. The top-down
method, liquid-phase exfoliation(LPE), breaks the van der Waals forces in the horizontal layer in the solvent[27],
however, its defects existed on many aspects, it requests the flake dimension, removes the solvent after fabrication,
furthermore, although it satisfies to apply on the catalysis and sensor, it also needs to improve for electrochemical
domains[6]. On the other hand, the bottom-up method, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) or chemical vapor reaction
(CVR) are relievable methods to manufacture monolayer TMDCs, which control the layers and edge structure,
comparing to the LPE [9, 28]. Furthermore, dramatic development of the TMDCs cause the massive demand in available
application, the low cost and high quantity is a rough challenge for TMDCs product, the process of CVD/CVR growth
of TMDC can solve this problem in some degree[12, 29]. MoS2 as the famous representative of TMDCs, the detail of
preparation of MoS2 is that the oxide of molybdenum supplies the transition metal (Mo) reacts with the vapor gas
hydrogen sulfide to work the mechanism of deoxygenation within adding hydrogen continuously. The hydrogen plays
an significant role in the reaction, not only as the catalysis to accelerate the reaction, but also control the atomic ratio
of Mo and S to prevent to work oxidation[30].
The hydrogen, hydrogen sulfide, molybdenum disulfide （ MoS2 ） in the condition of specific temperature
approximately 400 0C can form various and different percentage product, therefore, it controls the partial fraction is
curial factor to obtain the final product.[30] Apart from MoS2, other transition metal oxidate react with hydrogen sulfide,
which can be investigated whether it can form the specific TMDC. Therefore, previously, the investigation of
prediction of the final output can be achieved by the machine model technique (ML) in big data[31]. Based on the
hypothetical theory, the ML can simulate the tens of thousands of quantitative results, no matter the success or fail to
gain the ideal product; the results from the ML can provide the useful information. For an instance, the identified
transition metal can form TMDC at the proper temperature by CVR. The method of ML makes the great process to
collect the massive results and settle regularly to set up a standard database, then the experiment can approve the result
according to the database and make the consideration of the real situation to achieve the technique visible[32]. Therefore,
the aim of this study is to initially study the 2D TMDCs materials via CVR method in big data for the potential urban
airborne Hg0 sensor application.
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2. Methodology
2.1 Pymatgen
The Python Materials Genomics (pymatgen) library, a robust, is an open-source Python library for materials
analysis[33]. A key enabler in high-throughput computational materials science efforts is a robust set of software tools
to perform initial setup for calculations and post-calculation analysis to derive useful material properties from raw
calculated data. The pymatgen library is written by the Python programming language, and leverages the large number
of available standard and scientific programming libraries. The library is basically related to the object-oriented
programming paradigm to facilitate code reuse and ensure modularity in design.
In our study, we used this software to generate three phase diagram with three different substance in order to show
its product with different content by import our code needed and elements into pymatgen. Then the software will
operate and display three phase diagram we required automatically. Several articles have demonstrated that elements
Mo and W can form TMDC, which is not only relatively simple to form but have the 2-Dimonsions structure. In our
experiment, we are willing to find whether a wider district of transition metal area in periodic table of the elements
have the potential forming TMDC or part of them, which need enormous experiment and a great amount of time.
Therefore, modeling experiment based on databases is a suitable alternative method to determine the product of
transition mental elements in H2S/H2 environment through S-CVR method at 400℃.
To confirm whether these elements can form TMDC at a certain temperature to fit chemical vapor deposition and
whether these elements can form pure TMDC or form TMDC with other compounds. Pymategen is a suitable database
to confirm the potential of forming TMDC of an element. In Pymatgen, elements can be determined the products that
can form with other 3 elements. In this case, we can decline the number of elements that we should concern if some
elements cannot form TMDC at any condition. However, to ensure the preciseness of the databases, all the first three
rows of transition metal elements are taken into consideration in next steps. The elements can be acquired from
medicine containing this certain element. CVR method requires a solution environment; hence, the elements are
chosen as soluble medicine from Aladdin Co. Ltd. To ensure there is no disturb compound generate, the medicine is
selected only contain the require element and nitrate/ammonium. We can then obtain the stable oxidation for the
medicine and then the condition for these transition elements forming TMDC.
2.2 FactSage
FactSage is a commercial thermochemical software and database package. In our project, FactSage is used to form
phase diagram. There are two steps need this software: one is determined the which stable compound will form from
medicine acquired from Aladdin co. ltd. To fit CVR method, the temperature is set 520℃ and the medicine is
calcinated in air. Hence, the three elements in phase diagram are set as medicine, N2 , and 𝑂𝑂2 at 520℃. In this type of
diagram, we can determine whether this medicine can form stable oxidation that can be used in the next step. Another
step is determined the compounds that will form with CVR method. From former literature data, the most proper
environment forming TMDC is 400℃, 𝐻𝐻2 𝑆𝑆(𝑔𝑔) in H2[19]. Therefore, the three elements in phase diagram are set as
stable oxidation, 𝐻𝐻2 𝑆𝑆 and 𝐻𝐻2 at 400℃. In this type of diagrams, we can determine whether the element can form pure
TMDC at a certain composition or partial TMDC with other compounds at a certain composition or cannot form
TMDC.
2.3 Aflow
Aflow comprising phase-diagrams, electronic structure and magnetic properties, generated for high-throughput
calculations of materials properties[15]. This continuously updated compilation currently contains over 150,000
thermodynamic entries for alloys, covering the entire composition range of more than 650 binary systems, 13,000
electronic structure analyses of inorganic compounds, and 50,000 entries for novel potential magnetic and spintronics
systems. The repository is available for the scientific community on the website of the materials research consortium,
aflowlib.org.
Aflow is a library that concludes a great number of crystalline information, in this study, the Aflow is used to get
the structure of the studied samples. The aspect of the figure of crystalline structure are chose to straightly evaluate
the 2D structures.
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3. Results & Discussions
3.1 Pymatgen initial screening
The line in Pymatgen is the convex hull line. The distance between the line and the phase is the energy that forming
this compound. The red points on the hull line, which means the energy forming this compound is zero, indicate that
the compound should be a stable phase, meaning it can be produced relatively simply in theory.
The results from Pymatgen shows that except elements Cd, Sc, Y, Zn, and the other elements have the potential to
form TMDC. The examples of the Mo and Cd elements are illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The examples of the Mo element (a) has the potential to form TMDC and Cd element (b) cannot form TMDC

3.2 Factsage thermochemical screening
For the precursors, elements Nb, Tc, Hf, Ta and Re cannot find a soluble source from Aladdin Co. Ltd. Elements
Ag, Pt and Au form elementary substance at 400℃. These elements in a heat environment have the tendency to form
stable elementary substance. The data of elements Os and Hg are lacking in FactSage. Hence, these elements are not
possible to do thermochemical screening. The possible precursors were calculated by Factsage with phase diagram
model and the oxidation products are listed in Table 1. The screened oxidation products will be the candidates for
further CVR study.
Table 1. Oxidation products from precursors.

4
5
6

IIIB
𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆2 𝑂𝑂3
𝑌𝑌2 𝑂𝑂3

IVB
Ti𝑂𝑂2
Zr𝑂𝑂2

VB
𝑉𝑉2 𝑂𝑂5

VIB
𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶2 𝑂𝑂3
Mo𝑂𝑂3
W𝑂𝑂3

VIIB
𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀2 𝑂𝑂3

VIII
𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹2 𝑂𝑂3
Ru𝑂𝑂2

𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶3 𝑂𝑂4
Rh𝑂𝑂2
Ir𝑂𝑂2

Ni𝑂𝑂
Pd𝑂𝑂2
Pt

IB
Cu𝑂𝑂
Ag
Au

IIB
Zn𝑂𝑂
Cd𝑂𝑂

Table 2. Products of oxidation forming pure and partial TMDC (group 1) and forming partial TMDC only (group 2)

Group 1
I
II
Group 2
I
II
a
CoS2
CoS2+Co9S8+CoSO4
a
TiS2+TiO2
TiO2+Ti2S3
b
NiS2
NiS2+Ni3S4
b
MnS2+MnS
MnS
c
MoS2
MnO2+MnS2+Mn4O11
c
ZrS2+ZrO2
ZrS3+ZrO2
d
RuS2
Ru+RuS2
d
PdS2+PdS
PdS
e
WS2
WS2+ WS3
f
IrS2
IrS2+Ir2S3
For the elements that form stable oxidation, in the 𝐻𝐻2 S/𝐻𝐻2 environment, Co, Ni, Mo, Ru, W and Ir have the ability
forming pure TMDC at specific area (Group 1 as shown in Table 2). They can also form partial TMDC with other
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compounds in some area. Elements Ti, Mn, Zr and Pd cannot form pure TMDC in all areas. However, they can form
partial TMDC in some areas (Group 2 as shown in Table 2). Other elements forming stable oxidation, Sc, V, Cr, Fe,
Cu, Zn, Y, Rh and Cd have no possibility forming TMDC. These elements are corresponding with the results from
Pymatgen.
3.3 Aflow structural screening
Combining the previous section, there are 10 transition metals have potential to form TMDC within the method
CVR. However, the filtration between the MX2 should satisfy two conditions at the same time, which can be prepared
by CVR and has the 2D layered structure. Therefore, the Aflow is used to investigate each MX2’ s 2D structure. The
supercell of crystal can be adjusted to unify the top and side view of each structure, which is convenient to investigate
the specific structure. As a result, TiS2 NiS2 ZrS2 MoS2 PdS2 and WS2 (as example shown in Fig. 2.(a)) are satisfied
the 2D structure, which is indicated from the top view and side view structure. On the other hand, the other 4 crystal,
although they can form TMDC within CVR, it is not the 2D layered structure. They are MnS2 , CoS2 ,RuS2 and IrS2
(as example shown in Fig. 2.(b)). By the structural screening with Aflow database, the 2D structures could be clearly
identified as shown in the Fig. 2 (as the example due to the page limitation).

Fig. 2. The examples of the WS2 (a) has the potential to form 2D TMDC and IrS2 (b) cannot form 2D TMDC

4. Conclusion
For both urban atmospheric Hg0 detection and the evaluation of Hg0 capture materials, the development of effect
airborne Hg0 sensor is important. In this study, the other 2D TMDCs materials via CVR method in big data was
initially studied for the potential urban airborne Hg0 sensor application. The combinations of Pymatgen initial
screening, Factsage thermochemical screening and Aflow structural screening were developed for accelerated
discovery of the 2D TMDCs in big data. By Pymatgen initial screening, it was found that except elements Cd, Sc, Y,
Zn, and the other elements have the potential to form TMDC. Furthermore, elements such as Co, Ni, Mo, Ru, W and
Ir have the ability forming pure TMDC whilst elements such as Ti, Mn, Zr and Pd can only form partial TMDC.
Finally, TiS2, NiS2, ZrS2, MoS2, PdS2 and WS2 were found with 2D structure by Aflow structural screening. Based on
the results, it is possible that samples such as TiS2, NiS2, ZrS2, MoS2, PdS2 and WS2 can be prepared by the S-CVR
method as the airborne Hg0 sensor materials. The application results with different ability of various materials will be
verified in the future study.
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